Victorian Fan tree skirt
* You will need ¼ yd of 6 different fabrics for the fans. You will
be creating 8 fans. You will need to trace and cut 5 different fan
blades X 8
You will need to trace and add ¼” seam allowance to the centers
on all sides. Cut 8
* You will need 1 1/4yds of 45” double faced pre quilted fabric
* 4 yards of 3” lace gathered for the shirt edge.
* 2 reels of gathered lace edging 1-1 ½” wide for fan edge
* 2 reels of ribbon for bows
* packaged piping and packaged single faced bias tape to match skirt
* thread
* scissors for cutting fabric and trimming
* washable fabric marker
Trace and cut the fan blades.
Stitch the fans together using 5 blades for each fan. Make 8
Trace Cut the centers adding ¼” to each side for seam allowance.
Add piping to the rounded edge. Top stitch the seam on the piping edge under.
Pin the centers to the fan and top stitch the center to the blades.
Add the lace to the edge of the fan. Turn the seam under and top stitch the lace edge.
Press the fan side seams under ¼” and top stitch.
To make a tree shirt of the double faced pre quilted fabric, fold in half and then in quarters.
Measure the shortest point and mark the circle in the quarter using that short measurement.
Cut the 4 quarters at one time to create the circle. Use single faced bias tape to finish the
center circle and cut.
Cut the shirt to the center on one quarter crease to create a tree shirt. Cut a small center circle.
If you have a serger, finish the edge of the tree shirt. Sew the lace to the shirt bottom edge.
Pin the fans to the tree skirt and top stitch in place. Add decorative stitches to finish.

